
Movian - Bug #1470
Subtitles cannot load
12/24/2012 01:08 PM - lin xu

Status: Fixed Start date: 12/24/2012
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: Subtitles Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.2
Found in version: 4.1 Platform: Linux
Description

Hi all, somehow neither of the subtitles in the attached mkv file cannot load, can anyone please take a look? Thanks

http://www.sendspace.com/file/88ddcd

Associated revisions
Revision 44ec8c96 - 01/26/2013 11:07 AM - Andreas Smas

New libav version

Fix lockup when playing some mkv files

refs #1470

Revision a24ea70b - 01/26/2013 10:11 PM - Andreas Smas

New libav version

Fix issue with codec-data-private compression in matraoska

refs #1470

Revision aae3880b - 01/26/2013 10:12 PM - Andreas Smas

subs: fadein/fadeout time cannot be int16 only

refs #1470

Revision 703d13ab - 01/27/2013 09:11 AM - Andreas Smas

Enqueue subtitle packets in a separate queue

This allows us to pick subtitles that are out of sync with video stream

Also makes it possible to do negative subtitle time shifting for embedded subs

Fixes #727
Fixes #1470
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History
#1 - 12/29/2012 09:47 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Accepted
- Target version set to 4.2

#2 - 01/08/2013 11:57 PM - Andreas Smas

It worked fine when i tested on a Linux version of Showtime.

You claim to use Linux as well. Is that so?

Please attach a full debug log from Showtime, see [[logging]] when this happens.

#3 - 01/08/2013 11:58 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Need feedback

#4 - 01/09/2013 02:06 AM - lin xu

oh sorry, its the ps3 version of showtime,typo error

#5 - 01/11/2013 06:28 PM - open ps3

Yeah no Subtitle you maybe need to generate a font chache? VLC do this @ this File

#6 - 01/11/2013 06:40 PM - open ps3
- File 005_track4_chi.ass added
- File 005_track5_chi.ass added

ASS Subs seems correct

#7 - 01/11/2013 07:06 PM - lin xu

So it is a font problem?how do i use the font chache generated and what file will i be expecting out of the generated font?

#8 - 01/11/2013 09:46 PM - open ps3

Andreas you can use libass
http://code.google.com/p/libass/

#9 - 01/26/2013 10:13 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Accepted

Found a lot of issues based on this sample.
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It'w better now but not fixed yet.

#10 - 01/27/2013 09:14 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:703d13ab517e7e25bfc51acebef7c0be662b638f.

Files
005_track4_chi.ass 32.8 KB 01/11/2013 open ps3
005_track5_chi.ass 32.8 KB 01/11/2013 open ps3
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